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Autonomous driving is a challenging task in which Artificial Intelligence techniques can be success-1

fully applied. This paper describes a robotic platform and its neural network software capable of2

addressing this problem. AutoMiny is an autonomous model vehicle (scale 1:10) developed at Freie3

Universität Berlin for educational and research purposes. The vehicle’s architecture supports the4

development of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) based on Deep Neural Networks using5

a stereo camera and a Virtual Force Field (VFF) path planner during the learning process.6

1 Autominy7

Our car is an onboard complete system instrumented with an infrared stereo camera, a rotating8

LIDAR, feedback sensors (servo steering angle and motor odometry), a CPU, an NVIDIA GPU, as9

well as LEDs for the car lights. A picture of the robotic platform is shown in Fig. 1a.10

AutoMiny has been designed as a self-sufficient system that requires no external sensors or cloud11

computing so that we can simulate our full-size electric car e-Instein 1. NVIDIA has also developed12

some projects with car-like robots and GPU 2, nevertheless, these models rely on the CPU power of13

the NVIDIA GPU board. In the case of a GPU Jetson Nano, the CPU leaves a small room to mix14

classical algorithms with neural networks to control the car or run parallel processes, on the other15

hand, Autominy counteract these drawbacks using an Intel NUC i7. The architecture of the car is16

shown in Fig. 1b.17

The Operating System of Autominy, as well as the control computer of e-Instein are based on Linux18

Ubuntu 18.04 and the Robot Operating System (ROS) Melodic. Details about Autominy can be found19

in https://autominy.github.io/AutoMiny/20

2 Driving Assistant21

Cameras and deep neural networks in an autonomous driving framework are normally applied to22

perception tasks, such as obstacle [1] and lane detection [2], traffic signal recognition [3], computation23

of the optical flow [4] or depth estimation [5]. A direct connection between the perception modules24

and the car hardware using neural networks is possible (it is called sometimes pixel-to-drive)[6].25

Development of neural networks can be sped up in the lab using a simulator, in this case, the26

Autominy platform. The model car and the full-size car share the same robotic framework, so that the27

experiments in the lab are transferable, through fine-tuning, to the full-size platform.28

We have developed a deep network which is able to drive the car on the lab track using sequences of29

video images. Ground truth is provided by cameras on the ceiling which track the Aruco marker on30

the car.31

1https://autonomos.inf.fu-berlin.de/vehicles/e-instein/
2https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/community/jetson-projects
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(a) Autominy with NVIDIA Jet-
son Nano (b) Architecture of Autominy

Figure 1: Autominy hardware and architecture

The localization algorithm is used to get the positional ground truth X = [x, y, θ] and to estimate the32

desired position Xd = [xd, yd, θd] using a VFF path planning algorithm. The algorithm generates a33

map with all the necessary poses to drive the car within the lanes. The car can, therefore, know the34

error in position at real time. VFF has some conceptual limitations for the control of the vehicle [7],35

since it is only used to find the desired position of the car, those limitations are eliminated by the36

neural network model.37

In order to create the labelled data necessary to train the network, we run Autominy manually through38

the track to saving the video images and the difference between the actual and the desired position39

given by the VFF. The network learns to steer according to the environment the camera is perceiving.40

Since the steering control cannot be unstable or non-smooth, a sequential analysis of pasts decisions41

should be done by the network, We obtained the best results using two sequential stacked video42

images as net input. Several convolutions layers are used to find special features that can help the43

network to decide according to the lab zone. We have found that the use of a LSTM Recurrent neural44

network in this application helps to connect the history of steering commands and produces smoother45

decisions. We use two LSTM layers, and finally a couple of dense layers to generate the steering46

output.47

We use mean squared error betweenX andXd to calculate the loss function and train the network with48

the Adam optimizer. The pixel intensities are normalized from zero to one and batch normalization49

between convolutional layers is used.50

We show that the net can find the optimal steering angle regardless of the position of the car on the51

field to return to the lane and drive on it.52
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